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FADE IN:

INT. CAFETERIA - DAY

Foreign-looking food getting plopped on to LENNY’s tray in
Nuclear Power plant cafeteria line.

LENNY
Boy, ever since they added this
"Mr. Picante’s extra spicy
luncheon" to the menu the quilted
TP just don’t do it for me anymore.

CARL
Yeah I just take a shower every
time, I’m thinking about my carbon
footprint you know...

Homer comes up behind them in line

HOMER
Hey guys, watcha’ talkin’ about?

LENNY
This new ethnic food is too spicy!
Every time I eat it I have to go to
the John every twenty minutes.

QUICK CUT:

INT. THERAPIST OFFICE - DAY

A THERAPIST sits at his desk with placard that says "The
John". A PATIENT lies on a couch sobbing "It was just so
spicy"

BACK TO:

CAFETERIA (CON’T)

HOMER
Pffft... It can’t be that spicy, I
once ate the Merciless Pepper of
Quetzalacatenango...Or was that in
a dream?

CARL
I don’t know Homer, this food is
pretty spicy, I bet you can’t
finish the whole thing.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY
Your betting problem’s getting out
of hand Carl, You still never paid
Homer for arm wrestling that chimp
at the zoo. Homer would have to be
a fool to-

Homer has already devoured the plate of food

LENNY
(con’t)

Ooh you done it now Homer

Homer chews, eyes widen, mouth puckers.

HOMER
Mmmmm, that was delicious. Now if
you’ll excuse me, I have to
go...Lick- something else. That is
also spicy.

Homer gets up and walks, -then runs out.

CARL
Wow, I can’t believe he’s gonna go
lick something else that is also
spicy.

LENNY
That Homer is one tough cookie.

Carl looking at a packaged airplane type cookie branded
"Tough Cookie"

CARL
Yeah, but with twice the calories.

CUT TO:

INT. NUCLEAR PLANT HALLWAY (CON’T)

Homer runs frantically down the hallway searching for water,
crosses guy applying eye drops and puts his tongue
underneath the dropper, makes a burning TSSSSS sound.

HOMER
Aaaaiiiee!

Runs down hall, gets to a water fountain with sign saying
"water fountain" over it, drinks while running in place,
makes a burning TSSSSS sound on tongue.

(CONTINUED)
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HOMER:
Aaaaiiiee!

Pans up to reveal full sign that says "Mr. Picante’s Water
Fountain"

Runs down hall to JANITOR wringing out a mop into a bucket,
puts tongue under mop

SFX:
burning sizzle

HOMER:
Aaaaiiiee!

View zooms back to reveal “Caution: Hot sauce spill” floor
blocker next to janitor. Keeps running, eventually stops in
front of series of pipelines, looks both ways while jogging
in place, mouth open tongue out, runs up to pipe and rips it
in half, cool water squirts out into his mouth.

Homer: Aaaahh...

FREEZE FRAME: Fade to black & white, with red "Recording"
light flashing. Zoom out to reveal it is one screen in a
display of MR BURNS’ surveillance cameras, Mr. Burns is at
desk, does not notice Homer, pushes button marked "Personal
Bathroom Cam", pushes button marked "Thermal Cam", shows
that bathwater is cold.

MR BURNS
Smiitheeeerrs!

SMITHERS enters the room

SMITHERS
Yes sir!

BURNS
My Bathtub water is cold. Run me
another one.

SMITHERS
Yes sir!

Smithers goes to the bathroom, drains water, tries to run
more by turning faucet but no water comes out

SMITHERS
There’s no water sir, either
someone switched it off or there’s
an obstruction in the pipeline.

(CONTINUED)
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BURNS
Poppycock! The only thing that’s
obstructed here is your assessment
of the situation! My bathtub water
comes through a separate pipeline
from a nearby artesian aquifer, if
there’s an obstruction, we’ll find
it...

Burns swivels to surveillance camera screen and clicks
button marked “bathtub pipe”, pans along pipe going through
several different rooms in the power plant, first room there
are scientists testing water from pipe, adding nutrients,
analyzing nutrition of water. Second room there’s a Priest
and choir blessing water to make it holy water. Third room
is Close-up of Homers face drinking the water from the pipe.

BURNS
Smithers, who is this insolent ape
of a man?

SMITHERS
Uh, that’s Homer Simpson sir, from
Sector 7B

BURNS
Bring him to me...and have that
pipe fixed as soon as possible!

CLOSE SHOT - HOMER

BURNS:
So tell me, Simpson is it, what
cock-bladdered delusion compelled
your flabbering jowls to drink from
my water supply!

Homer looks uneasy

BURNS
(con’t)

Yes I would be ashamed too had I
committed such an act of
buffoonery.

HOMER
No it’s not that, I don’t see why
we had to have this meeting in your
bathroom.

Zoom Out to reveal Burns in bathtub

(CONTINUED)
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BURNS
Yeeeesss. The gazelle feels most
afraid in the den of the lion.

HOMER
Yes sir?

BURNS
No not you, I’m watching Planet
Earth on the TV behind you.
Although you should feel ill at
ease with me in my altogether. What
man wouldn’t?

CLOSE SHOT - SMITHERS

Tugs collar, glances around nervously

SMITHERS
Gahuhhll..

BURNS
Smithers, fetch me my towel and
don’t be shy around the
nether-regions.

SMITHERS
Yes Sir!

BURNS
I made a point not to suffer
through the Great Depression and I
won’t suffer through using the
common man’s water supply do you
understand me Simpson?

HOMER
Yes Sir, I’m really sorry I broke
your pipe.

Burns is drying himself off

BURNS
Are you still going on about that?
I’m not mad, I’m impressed! Those
pipes were solid steel, and you
tore through them like Coolidge
through the Revenue Act of ’24.
Yesss, I could use a man like you
for some of my...dirty work...

Arches fingers, chuckles menacingly, skin on freshly dried
hand sparkles to accentuate cleanliness.



6.

CUT TO:

INT. CAFETERIA - DAY

Foreign-looking food getting plopped on to MILLHOUSE’s tray
in Springfield elementary school cafeteria line.

MILLHOUSE
(whining)

Mr. Picante’s extra-spicy
Snack-packs! Oooooh! I’m already
running out of bathroom passes!

DR. HIBBERTS SON
You use those?

Bart comes up behind them in line.

BART
Hey compadres, what’s the matter
with the platter?

DR HIBBERTS SON
This new spicy mexican food is
responsible for a 75% increase in
Nurse visits over the past two
weeks.

CUT TO

Nurse’s office where the nurse is lazily/irately stamping a
line of uncomfortable-looking children’s Nurse Passes with a
stamp that reads "Just Gas"

BACK TO SCENE

BART:
Pffft...It can’t be that spicy...I
once had a dream where I chugged
half a bottle of hot sauce while
listening to Red Hot Chili
Peppers...

Millhouse stares blankly

BART
Gimme that!

Raises food to mouth, eats entire portion in one bite,
chews, eyes widen, mouth puckers

(CONTINUED)
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BART
Aaaaiiiee!

Runs out of cafeteria, leaves RALPH, NELSON, MILLHOUSE,
looking on in line.

RALPH
(In an inadept fashion)

Hee hee!

Ralph looks to Nelson for approval, Nelson punches Ralph in
the arm, then points at him

NELSON
Ha ha!

Turns around and pulls out a small picture of Ralph from his
wallet and looks upon it proudly

CUT TO:

INT. SPRINGFIELD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HALLWAY (CON’T)

Bart runs frantically down the hallway searching for water,
crosses kid dropping candy from eye-drop like container onto
his tongue, Bart puts his tongue under it.

SFX:
burning sizzle

BART
Aaaaiiiee!

Runs down hall, gets to a water fountain with sign saying
"water fountain" over it, drinks

SFX:
burning sizzle

BART
Aaaaiiiee!

Pans up to reveal full sign that says "Mr. Picante’s Water
Fountain"

Runs down hall to GROUNDSKEEPER WILLY wringing out a mop
into a bucket, puts tongue under mop

SFX:
burning sizzle

(CONTINUED)
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BART:
Aaaaiiiee!

View zooms back to reveal “Caution: Hot sauce spill” floor
blocker next to Groundskeeper Willy. Keeps running until he
runs into ROD drinking a juicebox which he steals

CLOSE SHOT - BART

Squirting Juice onto his tongue, view zooms out and frame is
surrounded by Principal SKINNERs’ fingers making an L7 video
screen that he peers through at the situation.

SKINNER
MmmHmm, mischief! All caught on the
patented Skinner-cam. Camera,
conflict resolution mod!

He approaches Bart, still holding his fingers up. Bart
continues to drink juicebox

SKINNER
Bart Simpson, Report to my office
immediately.

Bart looks delirious and runs away

CUT TO:

INT. CLASSROOM -DAY

MS. HOOVER
Alright class, today is career day,
and today we have a special guest.
Father Girthwood from the Church of
Contemporary Christian Alliance is
here to speak to us.

Father Girthwood who has been sitting the entire time
politely listening to the teacher gets up and strides
confidently to the front of the class.

FATHER GIRTHWOOD
Hello class, I’m Father Girthwood
(beat) I’m here because your
teacher Ms. Hoover has asked me to
speak to you about my line of work.

Him and Ms. Hoover exchange knowing glances

(CONTINUED)
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FATHER GIRTHWOOD
(con’t)

I am a preacher, that’s what I do.
My particular denomination is very
strict about the word of God. For
instance, we kill all snakes on
sight. And I am obligated by sacred
oath to carry around this jar of
holy water that no mortal man may
drink from.

Ms. Hoover shivers in romantic ecstasy

TODD
How is it that you have come to be
familiar with our teacher if you
adhere to the lord’s word?

FATHER GIRTHWOOD
(looking at Ms. Hoover)

Luckily for me children my
particular conjugation is well
shall we say...extremely
progressive, sexually.

LISA
Is this the state’s thinly veiled
attempt to indoctrinate us into a
conservative ideology whereby
harboring disturbing sexual
undertones?

FATHER GIRTHWOOD
You now what that sounds like to me
young lady? Witch talk. Now go put
on the witch cap and sit in the
corner.

Lisa mumbling dejectedly takes a witches cap from Father
Girthwood, walks over and sits on a stool in the corner.
Bart bursts in with Skinner in toe; in a hot-sauce-induced
frenzy he grabs Father Girthwood’s holy water and drinks it.

BART
(speaking incoherent
gibberish)

So hot, my tongue, like hell! Hot
like hell!

Father Girthwood recoils dramatically

(CONTINUED)
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FATHER GIRTHWOOD
Dear Lord. The spawn of Satan
walketh among us.

He produces a cross and brandishes it at Bart.

LISA
Oh brother.

Father Girthwood glances back at Lisa, then at Bart

FATHER GIRTHWOOD
You’re her brother? of course...

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

INT PRINCIPAL SKINNER’S OFFICE

Skinner, Lunchlady, Bart, Lisa, and Groundskeeper Willy are
all in SKinners office.

SKINNER
Now Bart, what you did was a highly
reprehensible offense, since
detention has proven to be an
ineffective punishment for you,
I’ve decided the best method is to
put you to work on remedial tasks
around the campus...under the
strict supervision of my best
Groundskeeper, Willy. Father
Girthwood has been kind enough to
let your offenses to his religion
go unpunished, against his
strongest litigation’s I might add.
Where did he get off to anyway? I
haven’t seen him or Ms. Hoover
around since the incident. No
matter, Bart, your sentence begins
Now!

CUT TO:
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EXT. NUCLEAR PLANT STORAGE/LOADING ZONE -DAY

Homer pulls up getting escorted in the passenger seat of a
utility vehicle, the guy drops him off with a grunt and he
is left standing in front of a vast expanse of boxes with
tough guys all around wearing matching blue jumpsuits and
carrying heavy boxes. One guy casually eating some "Mr.
Picante’s" like it’s nothing. Janitor from earlier
approaches Homer.

JANITOR
Welcome to your new job Simpson,
I’m Samson, your new boss.

HOMER
You? But You’re the janitor?

Samson points up

SAMSON
Up there, I am the janitor, but
down here

points to name tag reading Samson

SAMSON
(con’t)

I am known as Samson.

HOMER
Great, one minute I’m safety
inspector, next minute I’m working
for the janitor.

SAMSON
I am Samson here!

HOMER
-working for Samson..

Cut to Samson showing Homer a bunch of boxes containing
files.

SAMSON
See these? These are the record of
all the associates The Plant has
done business with over the years,
I need you to move them all to the
other end of warehouse. Comprende?

HOMER
But why do the files need to be
moved?

(CONTINUED)
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SAMSON
(dramatically)

Comprende?

HOMER
Yes sir.

Samson walks toward stairs taking off nametag reading
"Janitor" and replacing it with nametage reading "Samson"
walks up stairs, leaving Simpson amidst boxes

CUT TO

INT. SIMPSONS DINNER TABLE -NIGHT

The Simpson family is sitting around the table eating dinner

MARGE
Well I’m sorry you got transferred
Homie but don’t you think it’s good
that someone a little more
umm...qualified will be running the
safety of our Nuclear power plant.
You can be never be too careful
with that sort of thing.

HOMER
Maaarrggee, I AM the safety
inspector.

Marge and the kids exchange nervous looks

LISA
Well at least you weren’t
ostracized as a witch today.

BART
Yeah, or assigned as Groundskeeper
Willy’s assistant.

HOMER
And complaining will fix your
situations how? As the man of the
house I am the only one who can
complain freely as I please. Now
Marge why isn’t my sake being
served at 38 degrees Fahrenheit, I
am most dishonored!

CUT TO
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INT. STORAGE ROOM -NEXT DAY

BEGIN MONTAGE

Homer moves boxes back and forth while Mr. Samson nods on in
Stoic Approval, Homer finally finishes.

END MONTAGE

HOMER
Well that’s it Mr. Samson.

SAMSON
Hohoho-Homer, Mr. Samson is my
father,

Gesturing toward a framed picture of what looks like an
almost identical version of him.

SAMSON
(con’t)

You just call me Samson. Comprende?
Now take a break and when you get
back move all these boxes over to
the north side of the warehouse.

HOMER
Dohhh

Samson leaves and Homer picks up a box and begins
walking, but he slips and falls, paper explodes everywhere.

HOMER
D’oohh. What’s the point

As he sits down dejectedly against a box a piece of paper
flutters gently down and lands on his head As his eyes
focus he sees the "Mr. Picante" logo on top of the piece of
paper.

HOMER
This is all your fault!

Takes a bite out of paper in his anger, paper is spicy and
SIZZLES.

HOMER
D’oooh! Well if you can’t eat ’em,
read ’em.

Eyes begin to scan document

(CONTINUED)
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HOMER
(dramatic gasp)

Dark silhouette of Power plant, dramatic sound effect

CUT TO

EXT. PARKING LOT -LATER

Lenny and Carl are leaving work talking to each other

LENNY
Nothing soothes the nerves more
than a nice trip to the John

CARL
Yeah that guy really understands
you.

LENNY
I meant the bathroom.

CARL
Oh, I was -not.

A dark figure steps out of the shadows

DARK FIGURE
Psssst!

CARL
Homer? We haven’t seen you for
weeks!

HOMER
Ssshh...I have some intriguing
information that I can’t disclose
here

Lenny and Carl exchange glances

LENNY
Uhhhh alright Homer let’s -

HOMER
-Follow Me.

CUT TO
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INT. BOWLING ALLEY -LATER

Homer is sizing up a shot while Lenny and Carl relax with
some beers.

CARL
So you’re saying that Mr. Burns has
a private water supply that he gets
from filtering the cities water,
and that he takes the impurities
from the cities water and mixes it
with Horse Radish to make Mr.
Picante’s secret spicy sauce?

HOMER
Maybe...I don’t want to say here,
let’s go somewhere we can talk

CUT TO

INT. MOE’S -NIGHT

The three of them look significantly drunker

LENNY
So Mr. Burns IS taking the
contaminants from the city’s water
and then using them as a key
ingredient to make Mr. Picante’s at
the cafeteria?

HOMER
Yes. And I got a plan to stop him.

MOE
Listen Homer, I’m not one to get on
a high horse about no impurities or
nothing, but making profit on the
city’s slime, that ain’t right.

CARL
So what are we gonna do Homer?

HOMER
Don’t worry I got a plan to stop
him but we need to go somewhere
where we can talk first.

CUT TO
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INT. SIMPSON BASEMENT -NIGHT

Lenny, Carl, Homer and Moe all slightly drunker standing
around a table of blueprints

HOMER
...And then we sneak back around
and reclaim what has been taken!

MOE
You know that sounds great and all
Homer but I just say we let the
police handle this, I got out of
vigilante work a long time ago.

HOMER
(mocking high-pitched voice)

I got out of vigilante work a long
time ago.

HOMER
Come on Moe you sound like Lenny

LENNY
But I did retire from paralegal
remonstration quite some time ago

CARL
Come on, when was the last time the
four of us had an adventure like we
used to.

HOMER
Not you too Carl, vigilante is how
I want it, and it’s how we’re gonna
make it. the four of us ARE going
to have an adventure like we used
to.

CUT TO

INT. GROUNDSKEEPER WILLYS SHACK -DAY

Fade In music to Bart stirring big cauldron of oatmeal while
Willy watches on.

WILLY
Aacchhh! You stirr’en ’em Oots like
a Glassgow Tabacoo merchant. Don’t
worry, Willy’ll make a highlander
a’ aya’ yet boy.

(CONTINUED)
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Bart rolls his eyes and groans then looks over at the kids
in class who are having a great time. shudders disgustedly.

CUT TO

INT. HALLWAY -CON’T

Willy and Bart are standing in front of a large puddle of
vomit.

WILLY
The trick is to use your bare
hands, then go over it with ya mop

BART
I don’t know how much sense that
makes Sir.

WILLY
Don’t Sir me boy for I knock the
reformation into ya wit me mop
handle

Cut to MARTIN walking by timidly

That one knows, ’at one’s a sissy if I ever saw one.

WILLY
(to Martin)

Get boy, for a’ strick ya again.

Martin scurries down the hall

WILLY
(to Bart)

Yeah maybe Willy likes to play the
schoolyard Scouser once in a tick,
don’t he. Now get ya’ mop about ya’

BART
Yes Sir.

Bart begins to mop dejectedly, he mops down the hall with
Willy singing barely discernible songs of Scottish gibberish
in the background. He passes the science lab where the door
is slightly ajar. He hears a strange noise from inside and
pokes his head in to see Smithers, Burns, PROFESSOR FRANK,
and Principle Skinner, huddled around some science
instruments.

(CONTINUED)
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SKINNER
Mr. Burns surely you must believe
Professor Frank, he is a
distinguished scientist and an
alumni of this institution.

PROF. FRANK
How a mind like mine came from a
place like this, is beyond my
calculation.

SKINNER
Your product is unsafe. I have 2
kindergartners in my office that
look like Cucumbers with pieces of
melted Feta cheese spread
unevenly over their bodies. And
another student used it as an
excuse to disrupt a career day
presentation.

PROF. FRANK
Mr. Burns my findings are
conclusive, your Mr. Picante’s
Spicy Food Substance contains
impurities of behemoth proportions,
as well as traces of uranium and
plutonium, that have fused together
and compounded their potential for
radiation induced harm, possibly
resulting in super hero like powers
for the fortunate few, but horribly
painful death for the vast
majority.

MR BURNS
Nonsense. I assure you my product
is guaranteed, in fact I’m quite
fond of it (chuckles softly).
Regardless, need I remind you, you
signed a binding contract, I’m
afraid your institution will be
seeing Mr. Picante’s for quite a
while.

SKINNER
(under his breath)

Dammit the Children...

Cut to Bart gasping and running down hallway

(CONTINUED)
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WILLY
Get back here ya scurvy wee
young’n! Balmy as prince Charlie ye
are!

CUT TO

EXT. STREET -CON’T

Exciting music plays, Bart is bicycling down the street
frantically. He pulls up to some bushes, jumps off his bike
and kneels by the bushes where there is a can connected to a
string.

BART
Can to Millhouse! Can to Millhouse!

Long Pan shot, traces string all around city, ends by going
up into Millhouse’s room through the window, and connecting
to an electrical receiver plugged into a laptop. Millhouse
is in his room, watering daffodils while whispering to them.
Hears Bart’s voice through the microphone in the laptop,
runs and jumps into chair.

MILLHOUSE
Hey Bart, I was just uuh -learning
karate online.

BART
This line may not be secure,
meet me at the treehouse in 20
minutes. I’ll gather the
others.

CUT TO

INT. TREEHOUSE -LATER

Millhouse, Nelson and Martin all sit around facing Bart who
is standing

BART
Alright, I’ve assembled you all
here because you’re the toughest

Looking at Nelson

BART
(con’t)

Smartest

Looking at Martin

(CONTINUED)
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BART
(con’t)

and most easily disguisable as a
woman kids that I know. And We’ve
got a pickle on our hands...A spicy
pickle.

MARTIN
Oh my! Surely you don’t mean dear
Lunch Lady Agatha has unknowingly
profiteered tainted food stuffs to
our dedicated community of youthful
student learners.

BART
Yes, but less Inconvenient Truth,
more Da Vinci Code.

NELSON
So what are you dweebs going to do
about it?

BART
I’ve got an Idea.

CUT TO

INT. DINNER TABLE -NIGHT

Bart and Homer are looking sneaky and eating fast.

MARGE
So how was everyone’s day?

HOMER
Great, nothing at all
happened.

BART
Great, nothing at all
happened.

Marge groans irately

MARGE
You two are awfully quiet...Bart
tell me about your time with
Groundskeeper Willy

BART
Stupid. Gotta go to Millhouse’s.

HOMER
My time was also stupid, now I too,
must go to Millhouse’s.

(CONTINUED)
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Both Bart and Homer leave hastily in their separate
directions

CUT TO

EXT. STREET -NIGHT

Bart, Millhouse, Martin and Nelson are pedaling fast down
the street on bikes. Cut to them arriving outside the fence
to the Power Plant. They use a see-saw like device to have
Nelson catapult them over the fence, after they are all over
except Nelson, he punches through the fence and they keep
going.

INTERCUT

Homer driving up to the plant and swiping card to get in.

CUT BACK

Kids sneak across lawn to facility entrance, Martin goes and
enters a code and it opens, they enter the power plant.
Inside the plant they stealthily creep along the corridors.
They come across the broken pipe from Homer’s earlier trail
of destruction, it is still leaking. Bart puts his lips up
to the drip.

BART
It tastes like water, without the
burning. This must be the water
after they take out the Mr.
Picante’s stuff. Let’s follow it.

They look at where the pipe goes into the wall and begin
walking in that direction.

INTERCUT

Homer, Lenny, Carl, and Moe are sneaking carefully up the
lawn to the power plant.

LENNY
You sure this is gonna work Homer?

HOMER
Of course, all I need for you to do
is steal back my safety inspector
uniform and run a routine night
inspection on the "deliciousness
sector"

(CONTINUED)
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CARL
I was suspicious ever since they
started that sector.

LENNY
Alright, but you’re not going in
alone.

INTERCUT

Nelson, Bart and Millhouse follow Martin who sidles along
the wall with his ear pressed to it, tapping the wall every
couple steps. He stops when he arrives at a doorway.

MARTIN
Judging by the reverbatory delay in
those last 3 taps the pipe should
end right behind this wall!

They all look up to see a sign

SECTOR D

Nelson tries to turn the doorhandle, it doesn’t turn.

NELSON
It’s sealed tight.

MILLHOUSE
How’re we gonna get in Bart?

BART
Leave it to me

Bart steps forward and begins to pick lock

BART
A groundskeeper is like the
loosely-kilted loins of a Scotsman;
You don’t know what’s underneath
till there’s a storm.

MILLHOUSE
What?

BART
It’s what Groundskeeper Willy kept
mumbling as he taught me about
locksmithing the other day.

The door opens with a CLICK. The four of them look around,
then walk in. They get in to reveal massive mills turning,
water purifiers, whole factory making Mr. Picante’s.

(CONTINUED)
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BART
Holy Cow Man.

MILLHOUSE
This must be where they make all
the Hot Sauce!

MARTIN
That’s what she said? (beat)

Nelson punches Martin

NELSON
Ha ha!

The four of them continue walking on into the plant, they
come up behind some crates where they take shelter with a
complicated view of the machine process that cleans the
water.

BART
I’m going in.

Bart dashes out towards the machine when several figures
clad in full-body Nuclear-protecting suits step forth into
his path

BART
I was just in it for the adventure
man, I don’t really care about your
water scheme, just don’t tell my
dad.

FIGURE IN MASK
(low, muffled, Darth Vader
voice)

Why you little-

Figure starts to strangle Bart, until his face mask falls
off to reveal Homer, then he lets go.

HOMER
What are you doing here boy?

LENNY
Hey, I found a kid too.

CARL
Hey me too

Moe stands next to Martin cradling a rat

(CONTINUED)
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MOE
H’yeah me too (beat)

BART
Dad, we’re hear because at school
today we heard Mr. Burns forcing
Principal Skinner to buy the Mr.
Picante’s hot sauce, even though
it’s making the students sick.

HOMER
Y’know, I’m actually proud of you
boy.

BURNS
Yes we’re all very proud of you,
boy. But I’m afraid your little
game ends here.

Burns says as he emerges with Skinner, Samson and a
bodygaurd in toe.

HOMER
(gasp)

Samson!

SAMSON
That’s Mr. Samson to you! Samson is
my son...

Takes out a framed picture of Samson, who is almost an
identical version of him, but with a name tag that says
Samson.

BURNS
Unfortunately, I’m going to have to
ask you all to leave the premises,
These gentlemen will escort you
out, I apologize for their lack of
hospitality, they will be seizing
any and all evidence on your
persons, none of this operation
will ever glimpse the public eye.
You’ll find exposure of any kind
virtually impossible, no news
agency will be willing to run the
story, nor any detective willing to
investigate, total media bl-

MARTIN
I’ve been uploading frequent
pictures and video through my
smartphone

(CONTINUED)
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MILLHOUSE
Me too.

Entire group murmurs in agreement. "I’ve been
uploading...Verizon...4G...On my camera..."

MOE
I like tumblr.

BURNS
Grrrr.. you fools! No matter.

Burns claps twice

BURNS
Release the sauce.

Bodygaurds step over to a large handle which they begin to
turn. The entire room starts shaking and everyone looks
around surprised.

PROF. FRANK
You fools, you’re not supposed to
rotate it past 50 decibels! she
could blow!

MILLHOUSE
Let’s get outta here!

From a large spout at the top of the room, comes a torrent
of hot-sauce that breaks through all walls, creating a
tsunami of hot-sauce which carries everyone out of the
building, across the lawn, and to the street. They are let
down gently. As the sauce begins to settle, they are left
coughing and groaning in pain on the street

NELSON
The sauce, it burns!

Homer has somehow acquired a hot dog in the confusion and is
eating it

HOMER
You know this hot sauce is actually
pretty good.

FADE OUT:


